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We study the propagation effects of phase-controlled two-color lasers in a two-level medium under a weak
pumping condition. By solving the coupled equations for atoms and fields simultaneously, it is found that the
propagation effects significantly modify the atom-field interactions. A time-dependent analysis is also under-
taken to explain the numerical results.
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I. INTRODUCTION

It is now well established, theoretically@1,2# as well as
experimentally@3–6#, that product yields can be manipulated
by controlling the phase difference of two laser fields. When
a system is subject to two radiation fields, for example, a
fundamental field and its third harmonic, the photoabsorption
process can be controlled by externally changing the phase
difference between two fields. Needless to say, this process is
based on a quantum-mechanical interference caused by
three- and single-photon transitions of the fundamental and
its third harmonic fields, respectively. Starting from a bound
two-level system, the prototype of the phase control scheme,
the dynamics have been studied for a few variants such as a
bound state and an autoionizing state embedded in a single
continuum@7# or multiple continua@8#, where the main pur-
pose was to investigate the effect ofinherentchannel inter-
actions @5,9#, represented, for example, by the asymmetric
line profile of autoionization and the branching into different
continua. The experimental as well as theoretical investiga-
tions are not limited to thev23v scheme only. Its basic
idea has been applied to thev-2v scheme for the control of
not only the direction of photoelectron emission@10–12#, but
also the total ionization yield@13#. We also note that phase-
sensitive effects by strong short laser fields have also been
studied for an atom@14# and molecule@15#. As a different
sort of application, we have recently reported the possibility
of applying thev-2v scheme for a determination of the
phase difference of atomic continua@16#, in which the phase
difference of lasers is used as a ‘‘reference’’ to that of the
continua.

It should be noted that most of the related works have
been limited, so far, to the response of a single atom or
molecule. That is, propagation effects have not been taken
into account. Regarding the propagation effects of the phase
control scheme, we are aware of only two works. Chen and
Elliott @17# reported experimental results from such a view-
point. More recently Petrosyan and Lambropoulos@18# theo-
retically examined the propagation effects of phase-
controlled lasers in an optically dense medium of Xe under
the strong pumping regime where ac Stark shifts play an
important role.

The purpose of this paper is to study the propagation ef-
fects of phase-controlled lasers in a two-level medium under
a weak pumping regime without ac Stark shifts. Whether the
propagation dynamics for the weak pumping regime are

similar to those for the strong pumping regime is nota priori
obvious, and therefore this work would be complementary to
Ref. @18#. It turns out that there are some differences between
them as well as some similarities, as described later in this
paper. Upon starting this work we had the following ques-
tions in mind. First, regarding the properties of the fields,
how are the temporal profiles of the phase-controlled pulse
pair affected by the medium during the propagation? Can the
phase difference be well kept throughout the medium? Ob-
viously these are of essential importance for coherent con-
trol. Our second question is associated with the atomic re-
sponse itself. Since fields drive atoms, and vice versa, the
atomic response must necessarily be altered during the
propagation if the field properties are altered at all in the
medium. Of course the properties of the fields and atoms are
related to each other. Therefore, there should be a consistent
picture for an understanding of the whole process, and that is
what we would like to clarify in this paper.

II. MODEL

A. Basic equations

We consider the system shown in Fig. 1. A laser field with
frequency v f and its third harmonic with frequency
vh(53v f) interact with a two-level medium. For the com-
plete description of the system, we need equations for atoms
and fields. For numerical as well as analytical convenience,
we employ a local frame (z,t) rather than a lab frame (z,t)

FIG. 1. Level scheme considered in this paper.
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throughout this paper. Needless to say, these two frames are
connected through the relationst5t2z/c andz5z, wherec
is the speed of light in the vacuum. Now the response of the
atom can be described, using amplitude equations, as

]

]t
u15 i @V (3)* „f ~z,t!* …31V* h* ~z,t!eiDkz#u2 , ~1!

]

]t
u25 i F2S d2 i

g

2D1~S22S1!u f ~z,t!u2Gu2

1 i @V (3)~ f ~z,t!!31Vh~z,t!ēDkz#u1 , ~2!

with u1 andu2 being the probability amplitudes of statesu1&
andu2&, respectively, andd andg the detuning and radiative
decay rate out of the system.Dk represents wave-vector mis-
match between two fields, which is assumed to be zero
throughout this paper.V (3) and V are three- and single-
photon Rabi frequencies at peak intensities due to lasers with
frequenciesv f andvh , respectively.f andh representcom-
plex field amplitudes with frequenciesv f and vh , respec-
tively, normalized by the peak field amplitudes at the en-
trance to the medium. Note thatf andh are functions of both
time and space. In this paper we limit ourselves to one-
dimensional propagation along thez axis. S1 and S2 repre-
sent ac Stark shifts of statesu1& and u2&, at peak intensities
of the fundamental field at the entrance to the medium, re-
spectively. The Rabi frequenciesV (3) andV and the ac Stark
shiftsS1 andS2 can be rewritten, using the peak field ampli-
tudes« f 0 and«h0, and three- and single-photon dipole mo-
mentsm (3) andm, as

V (3)5
m (3)« f 0

3

2\
, ~3!

V5
m«h0

2\
, ~4!

S15
1

~2\!2 (
c1

um1c1
« f 0u2

vc1
2v12v f

, ~5!

S25
1

~2\!2 (
c2

um2c2
« f 0u2

vc2
2v12v f

, ~6!

with vc1
andvc2

being the energies of nonresonant interme-

diate states$uc1&% and $uc2&%. From these equations the po-
larizations of the medium with frequenciesv f andvh can be
obtained, after some algebra, as

Pf52N@2\~s1uu1u21s2uu2u2!« f 013m (3)~« f 0* !2u2u1* #,
~7!

Ph52Nmu2u1* eiDkz, ~8!

where we have introduced the reduced ac Stark shiftss1
5S1 /u« f 0u2 ands25S2 /u« f 0u2 and the atom densityN.

In order to study the propagation effects, we also need
equations for the fields. The wave equations for the funda-
mental and its third harmonic are found to be written as

]

]z
f ~z,t!5 i S v fN

ce0« f 0
D @2\~s1uu1u21s2uu2u2!« f 0f ~z,t!

13m (3)~« f 0* !2~ f ~z,t!* !2u2u1* #, ~9!

]

]z
h~z,t!5 i S vhN

ce0«h0
Dmu2u1* eiDkz, ~10!

wheree0 is the permittivity of free space. From these equa-
tions it is now clear that the two fields can communicate
through the medium. Perhaps it is more precise to say that
the harmonic field can communicate with, and is influenced
by, the fundamental field, since the right-hand side of Eq.
~10! obviously depends on both fundamental and harmonic
fields, as can be seen from Eqs.~1! and ~2!. On the other
hand, the fundamental field is hardly affected by the har-
monic field, since, although there appears a term containing
u2u1 on the right-hand side of Eq.~9!, it is a higher order
term. The dominant contribution on the right-hand side of
Eq. ~9! comes from the first term which is associated with
the induced polarizability.

B. Lowest-order solution of the propagation equations

For a complete description of the system dynamics in-
cluding the propagation effects, the equations for the atoms
and fields need to be solved self-consistently, which usually
requires a numerical elaboration. Under the weak-field limit,
however, the whole set of coupled equations given by Eqs.
~1!, ~2!, ~9!, and~10! can be decoupled to some extent, and it
turns out that we are left with reduced equations for the fields
only, from which analytical solutions can be obtained with
further approximations, as we show below. That is, in the
weak-field limit, the population of the lower stateu1& is prac-
tically unity at any time and space, i.e.,u1;1 for all (z,t).
Then the amplitude equation foru2 becomes

]

]t
u25 i FV (3)

„f ~z,t!…31Vh~z,t!2S d2 i
g

2D1~S2

2S1!u f ~z,t!u2Gu2 . ~11!

Recalling that the ac Stark shiftS22S1 is proportional to the
laser intensity of the fundamental field, we may ignore this
term under the sufficiently weak pumping where the relation
g@uS22S1u @19#, holds. Now we seek for a series expansion
solution foru2, i.e., let

u2~z,t!5S a0~ f !31a1

]~ f !3

]t
1••• D1S b0h1b1

]h

]t

1••• D , ~12!

wherea0 , a1 , . . . , andb0 , b1 , . . . are coefficients to be
determined. They can be easily determined by substituting
Eq. ~12! into Eq. ~11!, resulting in
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an5
i nV (3)

~d2 ig/2!n11
~n50,1,2, . . . !, ~13!

bn5
i nV

~d2 ig/2!n11
~n50,1,2, . . . !. ~14!

Substituting Eq.~12! together with Eqs.~13! and ~14! back
into Eqs.~9! and~10!, we arrive at the reduced equations for
the fields,

]

]z
f ~z,t!5 iA f2\s1« f 0f ~z,t!, ~15!

]

]z
h~z,t!5 iAhm12Fa0~ f !31a1

]~ f !3

]t
1•••1b0h1b1

]h

]t

1•••G , ~16!

where

Af5
v fN

ce0« f 0
, ~17!

Ah5
vhN

ce0«h0
. ~18!

Therefore, in the weak-field limit, the coupled equations~1!,
~2!, ~9!, and~10! for the atoms and fields can be reduced to
the Eqs.~15! and ~16! for the fields only. We note that the
equation for the fundamental field@Eq. ~15!# does not in-
volve the harmonic field. It should also be mentioned that,
since we have assumed that the fundamental field is intense
and that the three-photon absorption cross section is much
smaller than the single-photon one, the fundamental pulse
profile is intact during the propagation, as can be seen from
Eq. ~15!. Obviously the solution to Eq.~15! is

f ~z,t!5 f 0~t!eiA f2\s1« f 0z, ~19!

wheref 0(t) is the pulse envelope of the fundamental field at
the entrance to the medium, and the exponential term stands
for the spatial phase modulation due to the induced polariz-
ability of the lower stateu1&. Conversely, the propagation of
the harmonic field is affected by the fundamental, as can be
seen from Eq.~16!. However, Eq.~16! is not yet analytically
solvable. As the crudest approximation, we ignore all the
higher order terms withan andbn (n>1) in Eq. ~16!. After
this procedure we finally obtain the lowest-order solution for
the harmonic field, which reads

h~z,t!5S eif01
a0Ahm

23Af2\s1« f 01b0Ahm D @ f 0~t!#3eib0Ahmz

2
a0Ahm

23Ah2\s1« f 01b0Ahm
@ f 0~t!#3ei3Af2\s1« f 0z,

~20!

where we have introducedf0 as the initial phase difference
of the two fields at the entrance to the medium. In the limit
of z→`, the first term→0, sinceeib0Ahmz→0, and hence

h~z5`,t!

52
a0Ahm

23Af2\s1« f 01b0Ahm
@ f 0~t!#3ei3Af2\s1« f 0z. ~21!

Therefore, ifu23Af2\s1« f 0u!b0Ahm,

h~z5`,t!;@ f 0~t!#3S 2
V (3)

V D , ~22!

which physically means that the asymptotic profile of the
harmonic field does not depend on the initial phase differ-
ence, and that it becomesidentical to that defined at the
entrance to the medium, while the phase difference itself
approaches a constant value as the pulse pair propagates
more deeply into the medium. Obviously ifV andV (3) have
the same~opposite! sign, a maximumconstructiveinterfer-
ence occurs atf050(p), andf(z5`)5p(0). Moreover if
d50 andu3Af2\s1« f 0zu!1, Eq.~20! can be further simpli-
fied to

h~z,t!5F S eif01
V (3)

V De2(2AhmV/g)z2
V (3)

V G@ f 0~t!#3,

~23!

which means that, ifV (3) andV have the same sign and 0
,f0,p, thenf(z5`)5p20. Similarly if 2p,f0,0,
f(z5`)5p10. This result implies that, although the phase
difference tends to become completely out of phase asz
→`, which guarantee a maximumdestructiveinterference,
the way to approach the constant value depends on whether
f0 is in the upper or lower semisphere of the phase circle.

III. NUMERICAL RESULTS

In this section we present representative numerical solu-
tions of the coupled equations given by Eqs.~1!, ~2!, ~9!, and
~10!. In order to attain high stability as well as accuracy, the
Crank-Nicholson algorithm, which is a hybrid of explicit and
implicit methods with second-order accuracy in both space
and time, is employed. Before presenting results we describe
the various assumptions made for the calculations. The tem-
poral profiles of the two fields at the entrance to the medium
are assumed to be Gaussian functions, i.e.,

f ~z50,t![ f 0~t!5expF24 ln 2S t

t f
D 2G , ~24!

h~z50,t![h0~t!5exp~ if0!expF24 ln 2S t

th
D 2G ,

~25!

wheref0 is an initial phase difference between two fields at
the entrance to the medium, andt f and th are the pulse
durations~full width at half maximum! of the fundamental
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and harmonic fields, respectively, with the relationt f

5A3th , which is necessary for the complete temporal over-
lap of three- and single-photon excitations by the fundamen-
tal and harmonic at the entrance to the medium, respectively.
It is also assumed that the three- and single-photon Rabi
frequencies initially have the same amplitudes, i.e.,V (3)

5V. Obviously these conditions for the pulse profile and
Rabi frequencies guarantee that the interference is at a maxi-
mum at the entrance to the medium. For the maximum exci-
tation efficiency, the detuningd has been taken to be zero.
Also, the ac Stark shift termS22S1 has been neglected,
assumingg@uS22S1u under weak pumping, which is usu-
ally accompanied by the additional relationsg@uV (3)u,uVu.
This is becauseS22S1 is second order in« f 0 while V (3)

(5V in our case! is third order in« f 0. Now we introduce the
absorption coefficientsa for the single-photon excitation as

a54VAhmg21. ~26!

As usual, the optical depth for the single-photon excitation
can be defined asaz. In all the numerical results presented in
this paper, we refer to the optical depth with respect to the
single-photon process, since, within the optical depth consid-
ered here the depletion of the fundamental field does not
occur. If we are to describe the system in terms of the pa-
rameterst f , th , V (3), V, g, d, anda, the ratio ofAhm and
3Afm

(3)(« f 0* )2 must be set to a certain value. The reason for
this is obvious by comparing Eqs.~9! and ~10!. Using Eqs.
~17! and ~18!, and the assumptionm (3)« f 0

3 5m«h0, which is
equivalent toV (3)5V, this ratio can be simplified as

3Afm
(3)~« f 0* !2

Ahm
5S «h0

« f 0
D 2

. ~27!

A typical ratio of the intensities of both lasers is 1027–1028

for a dipole transition of a neutral atom, and therefore we
have specifically chosen the ratio given by Eq.~27! to be
1028. We should mention that whether the ratio given in Eq.
~27! is 1027 or 1028 does not make any difference in our
numerical results. In summary, the parameters employed for

the calculations aret f510A3, th510, V (3)5V50.01, g
50.04, d50, and a50.1. We dare not normalize these
quantities, for example, with respect to the decay rateg,
since, by simply considering that they are in units of ns~for
th andt f) or GHz~for V (3), V, andg), one can obtain some
insight into the experimental parameters with ns lasers.

Figure 2 shows the temporal variation, at different optical
depthsaz50, 5, 10, 20, and 40, of the population in the up-
per stateu2& ~left column! and the pulse profile of the har-
monic ~right column!, for the case in which only the har-
monic pulse is injected into the medium. Note that the
fundamental field is absent. Since the pulse area is rather
small, i.e.,Vth;0.1, no Rabi oscillation is seen. The popu-
lation in the upper stateu2& gradually decreases at the deeper
optical depthaz, which is simply due to the depletion of the
harmonic field. A distortion of the pulse shape is also seen.
The depletion, however, does not strictly obey Beer’s law,
since it is a law for a stationary field while we are dealing
with a time-varying field. Now we turn on both lasers with
an initial phase differencef05p/3. The left and right col-
umns of Fig. 3 show, respectively, the temporal variation of
the population in the upper stateu2&, the temporal profiles of
the fundamental~right column, dashed line! and harmonic
~right column, solid line! pulses, and the phase difference
~right column, thin solid line! at different optical depthsaz
50,5,10,20, and 40. It is interesting to note that, although the
harmonic field is attenuated in the beginning of the propaga-
tion (az50;5), it regains its intensity as it propagates fur-
ther into the medium. Obviously the energy is provided by
the fundamental field, which is much more intense than the
harmonic field. What is more interesting is that, even after
the harmonic field has regained its intensity (az.20) the
upper state is barely populated. In order to understand this,
we plot the time evolution of the phase difference at different
optical depths, as shown by the thin solid lines in the right
column of Fig. 3. It can be seen that, as the pulse pair propa-
gates in the medium, the phase difference tends to become
completely out of phase, which implies a perfect destructive
interference taking place at largeaz. This interpretation
based on the numerical verification also agrees with our ana-
lytical

FIG. 2. Variation of the upper state population
~left column! and the field amplitudes~right col-
umn! as a function of local timet at different
optical depthsaz50,5,10,20, and 40 under the
presence of a harmonic field only. The employed
parameters are given in the text.
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result given by Eq.~22!. A similar numerical result was also
reported in Ref.@18#. Note, however, that the pumping con-
ditions are completely different between them: Here we fo-
cus on the weak pumping regime where ac Stark shifts are
negligible, while in Ref.@18# they focused on the strong
pumping regime where ac Stark shifts are non-negligible. In
order to make a direct comparison, we have carried out sev-
eral computer runs under a strong pumping condition with ac
Stark shifts@20#, and found that a temporal variation of the
phase difference is not smooth but exhibits a rapid oscillation
due to the ac Stark shifts, which is quite different from our
result. Such a rapid oscillation of the phase difference is
implicit in Fig. 2~a! of Ref. @18#, but it cannot be directly
seen there, since they plotted the phase difference, at the
moment when the harmonic field reaches its peak, as a func-
tion of propagation distance.

In Fig. 4 we present the temporal pulse profiles of both
fields ataz5160 for the four different initial phase differ-
encesf050, p/3, 2p/3, andp. At this optical depth, the
initial pulse profile of the harmonic field is almost recovered
for anyf0. This asymptotic behavior is also what is implied
by the lowest order solution given by Eq.~22!. Although not
shown here, we have assured that the pulse shape becomes

practically identical for anyf0 at even largeraz. Again, this
is quite in contrast to the result reported in Fig. 3 of Ref.
@18#: Under strong pumping conditions, the ac Stark shifts
cannot be ignored, and, as a result, the dynamic detuning
varies rapidly in time, leading to the oscillatory behavior of
the harmonic pulse profile whichnever comes back to its
original profile, defined at the entrance to the medium,
asz→`.

We now look at quantities which are perhaps easier to
measure, that is, the time-integrated harmonic signal
*dtuh(z,t)u2 and the time- and space-integrated signal de-
fined as*dt dz(12uu1(z,t)u2). Figure 5~a! shows the time-
integrated harmonic signal as a function of optical depth for
four different initial phase differencesf0. The attenuation of

FIG. 3. Variation of the upper state population
~left column!, and the fundamental~dashed line,
right column! and harmonic~solid line, right col-
umn! field amplitudes and the phase difference
~thin line, right column! as a function of local
time t at different optical depthsaz50,5,10,20,
and 40 under the presence of both fundamental
and harmonic fields. The phase difference at the
entrance to the medium is taken to bep/3. The
employed parameters are given in the text.

FIG. 4. Temporal profiles of the fundamental~dashed lines! and
harmonic~solid lines! fields at the optical depthaz5160 as a func-
tion of local time. The phase differences employed at the entrance
to the medium are~a! 0, ~b! p/3, and~c! 2p/3, and (d)p.

FIG. 5. Variation of the harmonic intensity and the signal as a
function of optical depth for different initial phase differencef0

50,p/3,2p/3, and p. ~a! Time-integrated harmonic signal.~b!
Time- and space-integrated signal.
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the harmonic signal at small depth is followed by an en-
hancement; then it decreases again, and approaches the origi-
nal value which is unity. Of course this result is consistent
with Figs. 3 and 4. Finally, the time- and space-integrated
signal *dt dz(12uu1(z,t)u2) is presented in Fig. 5~b! as a
function of optical depth for four different initial phase dif-
ferencesf0. A saturation is observed. Needless to say, this is
due to the autoadjustment of the phase difference and the
harmonic intensity during the propagation of the pulse pair
deeper into the medium, leading to the complete destructive
interference at sufficiently largeaz. This result suggests that,
for the purpose of obtaining more signals, the increment of
the interaction length along the propagation direction would
be of some help up to some point. But a further increase of
the interaction length is of no use, since the phase difference
and the intensity of the pulse pair are automatically adjusted
during the propagation in such a way that a complete de-
structive interference takes place, contributing to no increase
of the signal.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion, we have theoretically studied the propaga-
tion effects of phase-controlled two-color lasers in a two-
level medium under a weak pumping condition where ac
Stark shifts are negligible. Due to the feedback from atoms
to the fields, properties of the third harmonic field are sig-
nificantly modified during propagation in terms of the tem-
poral pulse shape, amplitude, and phase, while those of the
fundamental field are practically unchanged. This is because
the fundamental field is much more intense, typically by 7–9
orders of magnitude for a dipole transition of a neutral atom,
than the harmonic, resulting in no depletion during propaga-

tion. There are two important findings. The first one concerns
the phase difference, and the second one the temporal pulse
profile of the harmonic field. First, regardless of the initial
phase difference between two fields at the entrance to the
medium, the pulse pair tends to be completely out of phase
after sufficiently long propagation by communicating
through the medium. Although the amount of depletion of
the harmonic field at the beginning of propagation depends
on the initial phase difference, its asymptotic value has no
dependence on this. Second, the asymptotic pulse profile of
the harmonic field does not depend on the initial phase dif-
ference; moreover, it becomesidentical to the initial profile
defined at the entrance to the medium. These alterations of
the harmonic field, in terms of the phase and amplitude, lead
to complete destructive interference starting fromany initial
phase difference. Although the pumping conditions are com-
pletely different, some of our findings are qualitatively simi-
lar to those in Ref.@18#, and suggest that the inclusion of
propagation effects is not always favorable for coherent con-
trol, since the saturation of the product yield occurs at a
certain optical depth. As a final but important remark, we
have also carried out atime-dependent analysisin the weak-
field limit, and found that the lowest-order solution for the
harmonic field explains its asymptotic behavior in terms of
the field amplitude and the phase, which of course agrees
with the numerical results.
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